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Dr Elizabeth Nance has an impressive track record. Now a Clare
Boothe Luce Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering at the
University of Washington, USA, Dr Nance’s work centres around
the use of nanoparticles to deliver therapeutic agents to the brain,
a seemingly simple operation which is confounded by a highly
regulated blood brain barrier which prevents access to the brain and
a complex brain environment which prevents access to diseased
cells. Her current work also investigates the potential use of
nanoparticles to probe tissue environments to map tissue structure,
and how tissue structure changes in the presence of a disease.

What Are Nanoparticles?
Dr Elizabeth Nance and her students
in the Nance Lab at the University of
Washington, USA, integrate a variety of
tissue and animal models with imaging,
molecular biology, and data science
tools to understand changes in the
brain in response to injury or disease.
One of their main goals is to determine
what changes in the brain might impact
the ability of a drug to be effective
at reaching its target site, and to use
engineering to overcome the barriers
which stop drugs being effectively
delivered to the brain.
One way of enabling drugs to be
more effective is through the use of
nanotechnology, which involves objects
that behave as a whole unit and have
at least two dimensions less than 100
nm. The Nance Lab often works with
nanoparticles that are spherical in
shape and anywhere from 4 nm to 200
nm in size. To put this size scale into
context, the thickness of a piece of
paper is around 100,000 nm!

Given its small size, a nanoparticle has a
relatively large surface area, particularly
if it is porous in nature. This surface
area, both on the outer surface of the
particle and within the particle, provides
ample space for a therapeutic agent,
such as a drug, to be encapsulated or
conjugated. By incorporating a drug
into a nanoparticle, its solubility is
increased, but it is also protected from
degradation or clearance from the body.
This allows the drug to circulate around
the body for longer, which can improve
the bioavailability and effectiveness of
the drug.
A nanoparticle can also facilitate
delivery into a target organ or target
cell in a passive manner. For example,
adjusting the size and molecular weight
of the delivery system containing the
drug will alter where in the body the
nanoparticles accumulate, as well as
the tissue that they are able access.
Nanoparticles can also act in an active
manner; by putting specific molecules
or surface coatings on a particle, it
is more likely to interact with the
corresponding receptor on the surface
of a target cell or induce interactions
with a specific type of cell.
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Nanoparticles and Disease
So far, Dr Nance and her team have
utilised a wide variety of nanoparticles,
including polymer, quantum dot,
and dendrimer-based platforms, and
have studied their behaviour in the
brain, as well as how their behaviour
changes in the presence of ongoing
injury or disease. However, translating
nanotechnology from the laboratory
stage to the point at which it can be
used as a clinical treatment has proven
difficult for the nanotechnology field.

‘With a systems-level approach, there is great potential to leverage
resources across the multiple fields working to understand and treat
neurological diseases.’

Therefore, Dr Nance and colleagues
suggest that a systems-level approach
is essential. Dr Nance explains, ‘With
a systems-level approach, there is
great potential to leverage resources
across the multiple fields working to
understand and treat neurological
diseases.’ This involves collecting
information from the field which is
associated with understanding brain
diseases, and applying that information
using technologies in a clinically
relevant way. The physiological barriers
to drug delivery in the brain must
therefore be considered, along with the
effects of disease on these barriers, and
how nanoparticle technology interacts
within the context of the disease in the
brain.
Leading on from the hypothesis that
tandem evaluation of the disease
and the nanotechnology is crucial, Dr
Nance’s team found that nanoparticles
are very sensitive to the environment
and, furthermore, that they behave
differently even when small changes
occur in this environment. For example,
calcium, which is used in signalling
pathways between nerve cells, can
increase after injury when cells die

and release their calcium stores, and
this can cause nanoparticles to clump
together and become immobilised. This
clumping renders the nanoparticles
incapable of delivering their therapeutic
load. Alternatively, specific cells within
the brain become more active due
to inflammatory responses caused
by disease. Due to their increased
activity, these cells may respond to
inflammation by readily taking up an
increased number of nanoparticles,
making them useful targets for
drugs that could be used to treat the
inflammation.
The Nance Lab has used observations
such as these to design nanoparticlebased therapies that can successfully
target specific regions and cells within
the brain. These therapies have been
tested in a variety of disease models
which represent aspects of brain
diseases that affect new-borns and
children, including cerebral palsy,
autism, Rett Syndrome, and neonatal
brain injury.
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Curcumin and Brain Injury in Infants
Hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy
is a type of brain damage that occurs
when an infant’s brain is starved of
oxygen and blood flow around the
time of birth. It causes permanent
brain damage and is one of the top
causes of disability-adjusted life years,
but there is no known cure. Currently,
therapeutic hypothermia is used to
treat the disorder and has been shown
to improve outcomes in infants starved
of oxygen. However, there is still a high
level (40–50%) risk of death or disability
of those affected, and it is therefore
crucial to develop more effective
interventions to reduce morbidity and
mortality.
One of the main contributing factors to
hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy is
inflammation. Therefore, a therapeutic
target aim to decrease the dangerous
inflammatory responses in the brain.
One example of a drug that has been
studied in adults is curcumin. Curcumin
is a dietary compound (the active
component of turmeric) which has been
suggested to have anti-inflammatory
effects. Dr Nance hypothesised that

‘One of our main goals is to
determine what changes in the
brain might impact the ability of
a drug to be effective at reaching
its target site, and engineering to
overcome the barriers to effective
therapeutic delivery.’

Other Uses of Nanoparticle Technology
In addition to drug delivery, Dr Nance aims to harness the
potential of nanoparticles in other ways. She believes that the
diffusion of nanoparticles throughout the brain may present an
opportunity to probe and model structural changes, which can
be connected to functional aspects of the brain. The precise
links between brain structure and function are still being
explored, and the behaviour of nanoparticle probes, combined
with biological data, could uncover important information
about microscopic changes in the brain, that go awry in disease
processes.
The project will use excised living brain tissue to validate
the approach and to optimise computational and statistical
analyses. Dr Nance will then move on to a detailed analysis
of nanoparticle diffusion through different microstructures in
the brain, for example by studying how nanoparticles behave
in the ‘loosely’ associated proteins in the tissue space around
all cells verses the ‘structured’ protein areas surrounding
specific neurons that enable brain development. Eventually,
nanoparticle diffusion data will be collected in diseased tissue
and fed into machine learning algorithms with the goal to
predict functional level outcomes based on diffusion data from
different disease states.
The Future of Nanoparticles

packaging curcumin into nanoparticles 60 nm in diameter
and made from a degradable polymer material consisting of
repeat units of lactic and glycolic acid may allow effective drug
delivery to the brain.
The group at the University of Washington tested this prediction
using a rat model of hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy. They
discovered that the curcumin-containing nanoparticles were
able to overcome the blood-brain-barrier, which is normally a
significant challenge when targeting the brain as substances
are unable to cross it. Nanoparticle uptake in the injured brain
was observed within 24 hours of administration. They noted
that the nanoparticles were localised in the regions of injury.
They also reported protective effects of the therapy in the
injured brain. Indeed, previous studies have shown that PEG
can suppress detrimental free radical production following
injury.
The next steps in using nanoparticles to treat brain injury in
new-borns will be to evaluate the possible resolution of brain
injury over an extended period of time, allowing the longterm impacts of the therapy to be investigated. Dr Nance has
identified more promising drug candidates than curcumin,
and hopes to explore the mechanism of action of these drugs
in new-born brain injury, as well as optimise the dose required
for neuroprotection. Her ultimate aim is to investigate the
opportunities for the clinical translation of this work.

In consideration of future plans, Dr Nance notes ‘One of our
main goals is to determine what changes in the brain might
impact the ability of a drug to be effective at reaching its target
site, and engineering to overcome the barriers to effective
therapeutic delivery.’
The long-term goal of the Nance Lab is to transform the way
researchers combine data from different fields, for example
using machine learning and data science tools to mine
advanced biological imaging data. Use of these techniques can
also be extrapolated to other organs in the body, opening the
door for potential novel therapeutic approaches. This systemslevel approach must be dynamic and adaptable, to cope with
new understanding and the evolution of the neuroscience and
nanotechnology fields.
Finally, in addition to her significant research contributions to
neuroscience and nanotechnology, Dr Nance has been working
to improve the diversity of the scientific workforce. In 2016, she
founded the organisation ‘Women in Chemical Engineering’
at the University of Washington, which now has an additional
chapter at the University of Virginia, USA. This organisation
wants to change the ways in which women in science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics are perceived, and
aims to pave the way for future generations of female scientists.
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Dr Elizabeth Nance obtained her PhD in Chemical and
Biomolecular Engineering from John Hopkins University
in 2012. She went on to complete a postdoctoral research
position at John Hopkins School of Medicine before joining the
University of Washington (UW) in 2015 as the Clare Boothe Luce
Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering, with an adjunct
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publications and talks (including as a TEDx invited speaker), she
was named the 2018 European Union Horizons 2020 Training
Network Inspiring Young Scientist in Nanomedicine, a 2018
Young Innovator in Nanobiotechnology, and was named in
the Forbes 30 under 30 in Science in 2015. Dr Nance’s research
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and translational medicine, but she is perhaps best known
for her work on nanoparticle applications in the brain, and for
founding the Women in Chemical Engineering organisation
which aims to educate, empower, and advocate for women
chemical engineers.
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